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Chapter 12

Treatment of Uveitis with Recombinant Human Interleukin-13
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TREATMENT OF UVEITIS WITH RECOMBINANT HUMAN INTERLEUKIN-13

Francois G Roberge, Marc D de Smet, Jacques Benichou, Martin F Kriele, James Raber, John Hakimi

Abstract

Aim—To evaluate the anti-inflammatory cytokine interleukin-13 (IL-13) for the treatment of uveitis.

Methods—Uveitis was induced in monkeys by immunisation with human retinal S-antigen. Starting at the onset of disease, the animals were treated with IL-13 at 25 µg/kg, or vehicle control, injected subcutaneously once a day for 28 days. Intraocular inflammation was scored by indirect ophthalmoscopy for a period of 56 days. Circulating leucocyte levels were monitored.

Results—Uveitis started unilaterally in all but one animal. IL-13 inhibited inflammation both in the eyes in which the disease was present when the treatment was initiated (p=0.0001), and in the contralateral initially negative eyes (p=0.0001). After cessation of therapy, there was a progressive increase of inflammation in the IL-13 treated group. However, the beneficial effect of IL-13 extended into the 4-week follow-up period. IL-13 produced an increase in circulating polymorphonuclear neutrophils and a decrease in lymphocytes.

Conclusion—Administration of IL-13 appears to be a promising modality of treatment for severe uveitis.

(EPJ Ophthalmol 1998;82:1195-1198)

The treatment of severe non-infectious uveitis is often based on the broad anti-inflammatory properties of corticosteroids. These properties are, however, counterbalanced by serious metabolic side effects.1 In order to reduce this toxicity, the steroids are increasingly used at lower doses in combination with other cytokine and cytotoxic drugs.2,3 Unfortunately, each drug has its own toxic side effects. Clearly, the goals of treatment would be better achieved with a therapeutic agent possessing a spectrum of activity comparable with corticosteroids but with reduced side effects. In the last few years, cytokines such as interleukin-10 (IL-10) and transforming growth factor β (TGF-β) have attracted attention because of their multifaceted downregulating effect on the activity of the immune system. More recently, the newly discovered cytokine IL-13 was found to have even more promising anti-inflammatory effects.4

IL-13 is a pleiotropic cytokine produced by Th-2 lymphocytes.5 IL-13 shares with the glucocorticoids a downregulating effect on cell mediated immunity. IL-13 inhibits the synthesis of the proinflammatory cytokines IL-1, IL-6, IL-8, tumour necrosis factor α (TNF-α), and macrophage inflammatory protein 1α (MIP-1α).6 Conversely, the release of the IL-1 receptor antagonist is stimulated.7 IL-13 also suppresses the production of nitric oxide as well as the induction of cyclo-oxygenase-2 in macrophages.8,9 In the bone marrow, IL-13 enhances the proliferation and differentiation of haemopoietic stem cells, and was reported to induce a marked monocytescytosis in mice.10,11 IL-13 does not directly affect T cells. However, by inhibiting the production of IL-12 and interferon α, IL-13 may prevent the development of the Th-1 lymphocyte pathway which seems determinant for most posterior uveitis.12,13 Thus, the anti-inflammatory properties of IL-13 suggested that it could be a powerful new agent for the treatment of uveitis. We evaluated the efficacy of human IL-13 in monkeys to which uveitis was induced by immunisation with the retinal S-antigen. In addition, we monitored the effect of IL-13 on the blood leucocyte levels.

Materials and methods

INDUCTION OF UVEITIS

The animals participating in the experiment were female cynomolgus monkeys, Macaca fascicularis, weighing between 2.5 and 3.0 kg. All were seronegative for the following viruses: SIV, SRV-1, SRV-2, SRV-5, and STLV-1. Before immunisation, a baseline serum sample was collected, and the normality of the eyes was verified by indirect ophthalmoscopy and pressure tonometry. The animals were immunised with 40 µg/kg of recombinant human S-antigen solubilised at 1 mg/ml in phosphate buffered normal saline solution (PBS), pH 7.3, emulsified 1:1 with in TiterMax adjuvant (CytRx Corporation, Norcross, GA, USA), and injected subcutaneously at four sites in the nape of the neck. The immunisation, as well as subsequent examinations, was done with the animals anaesthetised by intramuscular injections of ketamine (Aveco, Forth Dodge, IA, USA) 10–20 mg/kg, and atropine (Astra Pharmaceutical, Westboro, MA, USA) 0.05 mg/kg. The principles of laboratory animal care of NIH publication No 86-23, revised in 1985, were followed.

TREATMENT PROTOCOL

From 14 days after immunisation, the animals were examined every 3 and 4 days alternatively by indirect ophthalmoscopy. The pupils were dilated with topical atropine sulphate 1% solution (Akorn Inc, Abita Spring, LA, USA).
Treatment was initiated at the first sign of intraocular inflammation (see below). The animals were randomly assigned to two treatment groups of five. The treatment consisted of recombinant human IL-13 at 25 µg/kg in 0.2 ml PBS, or PBS alone, injected subcutaneously once a day for 28 days. (IL-13 was provided by Hoffmann-LaRoche Inc, Nutley, NJ, USA, under licence from Sanofi-Recherche, Paris, France.) The dose of IL-13 was determined in preliminary toxicological and pharmacokinetic assays at Sanofi and Roche respectively, indicating safety at that dose and an effective serum level as estimated on the TF-1 cell assay followed for an additional 28 days. Uveitis was detected in one eye at least 7 days before the fellow eye in nine of 10 treated monkeys, and for a total of 14 eyes. A second positive eye was followed for a total of 21 eyes. In an additional 28 days, Uveitis was detected in one eye at least 7 days before the fellow eye in nine of 10 monkeys in both groups, and for a total of 18 eyes. The scoring was limited to a simple choice of presence or absence of each sign to avoid estimation bias. Additional examination consisted in blood samples collection for the determination of leucocyte differential count by automatic cytometry (Coulter Corp, Miami, FL, USA) at the beginning and end of the treatment period.

**Cytokine Level Measurement in the Blood**

One ml of serum was collected on the day of immunisation and at 1 week intervals from the day of disease onset, and stored at −70°C. The levels of the following cytokines were evaluated with commercial human cytokine assay kits: IL-1β, IL-12, and TNF-α (R+D Systems, Minneapolis, MN, USA); IL-2 (DuPont NEN, Boston, MA, USA); and IL-6 (Endogen, Cambridge, MA, USA).

**Statistical Analysis of Uveitis Experiment**

A linear model with normal error was used, with inflammation grade (from 0 to 20) as the outcome variable. The model included the following covariates: treatment group (two groups, PBS and IL-13), time (eight time points after initiation of treatment), and initial inflammatory grade at time point zero. The latter term was introduced in order to control for individual differences among animals. Separate models were fitted to the first and second positive eyes. An average overall treatment effect (that is, over the entire time range of the experiment) was estimated from the model and tested with an F test, through a least squares analysis. We used the procedure GLM of SAS.

**Results**

The disease was initially expressed unilaterally for at least 7 days in all animals, except one in the IL-13 treated group which presented with a persistent inflammatory grade after treatment was started. The disease was then expressed bilaterally in all treated animals, and scored with the first score following the loss of visibility of the fundus. The scoring examiner could not be blinded to the treatment group; but the scoring was limited to a simple choice of presence or absence of each sign to avoid estimation bias. Additional examination consisted in blood samples collection for the determination of leucocyte differential count by automatic cytometry (Coulter Corp, Miami, FL, USA) at the beginning and end of the treatment period.

**Cytokine Level Measurement in the Blood**

One ml of serum was collected on the day of immunisation and at 1 week intervals from the day of disease onset, and stored at −70°C. The levels of the following cytokines were evaluated with commercial human cytokine assay kits: IL-1β, IL-12, and TNF-α (R+D Systems, Minneapolis, MN, USA); IL-2 (DuPont NEN, Boston, MA, USA); and IL-6 (Endogen, Cambridge, MA, USA).

**Statistical Analysis of Uveitis Experiment**

A linear model with normal error was used, with inflammation grade (from 0 to 20) as the outcome variable. The model included the following covariates: treatment group (two groups, PBS and IL-13), time (eight time points after initiation of treatment), and initial inflammatory grade at time point zero. The latter term was introduced in order to control for individual differences among animals. Separate models were fitted to the first and second positive eyes. An average overall treatment effect (that is, over the entire time range of the experiment) was estimated from the model and tested with an F test, through a least squares analysis. We used the procedure GLM of SAS.

**Results**

The disease was initially expressed unilaterally for at least 7 days in all animals, except one in the IL-13 treated group which presented with...
an asymmetrical bilateral inflammation minimal in one eye (one small spot of sheathing on a retinal vessel). Since the treatment was instituted at the onset of disease, the results are reported separately for the eyes already inflamed when it was started, and for the eyes that were negative or with the least amount of inflammation for the one animal with bilateral disease. In both eyes, the treatment with IL-13 significantly reduced the severity of uveitis compared with controls. The effect was pronounced both in the eyes in which the disease started (Fig 1A), where the average estimated reduction in the inflammatory grade was 6.0 (p=0.0001), and in the eyes with no or minimal disease at treatment initiation (Fig 1B), where the estimated average reduction was 3.7 (p=0.0001). In the eyes that were free of disease when the treatment started, uveitis induction was almost completely inhibited by IL-13. Of these four eyes, three were still negative at the end of the treatment period, while four of the five initially negative eyes of the control group were positive for experimental autoimmune uveitis (EAU). After cessation of therapy, there was a progressive increase of inflammation in the IL-13 treated group. However, the beneficial effect of IL-13 treatment was still observed during the 4 week follow up period. The inflammation score over that period was significantly lower in the IL-13 group in both eyes (p=0.038 and p=0.0001 in the first and second positive eyes respectively).

In the IL-13 treated animals, there was an increase in the total number of circulating leukocytes (Table 1). The differential count showed a proportional increase of the polymorphonuclear neutrophils (PMN) above the normal range, and a decrease of lymphocytes below the normal range. The differences could not be reliably assessed statistically (by non-parametric paired data test) because of the low number of data points. We observed no effect on the proportion of monocytes.

The serum levels of the cytokines IL-1β, IL-2, IL-6, IL-12, and TNF-α were assayed by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) before immunisation, and at 1 week interval during the treatment period. The levels of these cytokines did not rise above the detection limit of the assays used (data not shown).

**Discussion**

Treatment with IL-13 resulted in a dramatic improvement of the inflammatory signs of uveitis. The inflammation was inhibited during the entire treatment period. After cessation of treatment, disease progression tended to resume. No signs of toxicity were observed systematically or at the sites of injection. We paid particular attention to the induction of monocytosis. It has been reported that in mice infused continually for 7 days by means of an osmotic pump with high doses of murine IL-13, a 10-fold increase in the number of circulating monocytes was induced. In our animals, such an effect was not encountered after 1 month of subcutaneous injections.

An aspect of IL-13 treatment, that is not completely reflected in the global scores, is the rapid improvement of specific variables of inflammation. The change was most notable in perivascularis, where severe continuous sheathing of a vascular arcade completely disappeared within 1 week of treatment in some animals. The inhibitory effect of IL-13 on the production of IL-1, IL-6, and TNF-α, which serve to activate the vascular endothelial cells, may explain this observation. The activated vascular endothelium normally produces chemokines such as IL-8 and RANTES to attract macrophages and polymorphonuclear neutrophils to inflammatory sites. The inhibitory effect of IL-13 on the production of these two chemokines is thus probably an important aspect of its anti-inflammatory action in uveitis, and may explain the reduction of the retinal vascular sheathing.

In vivo, the inflammatory activity of cytokines results from a complex interaction in which they often stimulate the production of each other and exert combined synergistic effects. For example TNF-α induces IL-6 and IL-1, and conversely both IL-6 and IL-1 can stimulate TNF-α secretion. At the present time, there are limited specific data on the role played by cytokines in human intraocular inflammation. However a vast body of experimental observations indicate an important involvement of IL-1, IL-6, IL-8, and TNF-α in uveitis. Various inflammatory conditions tend to go through common pathways using these cytokines. Thus, the broad inhibitory activity of IL-13 could be advantageous in the treatment of several types of uveitis.

There are also strong indications that T cells are central to the mechanism of posterior uveitis. Indeed, a majority of these uveitis can be improved by treatment with anti-T cell drugs such as cyclosporin A and FK506. T cells do not have receptors for IL-13, but the modification of the cytokine profile induced by IL-13 appears to shift the immune response away from the T cell directed delayed type hypersensitivity reaction. In this type of inflammation, the macrophage is the principal effector cell under the direction of Th-1 cells. IL-13 by deactivating several macrophage functions can prevent tissue damage. Such an effect has been observed in a rat model of experimental autoimmune encephalitis in which the brain damage was considerably reduced in rats that had been injected with cells secreting IL-13. In the present study, the fact that EAU resumed its active progression soon after stopping IL-13 injections points in the direction of an inhibition of the efferent
nously, but was effective by a simple subcutaneous injection once a day. This mode of administration, commonly used for insulin treatment in diabetes, is more readily accepted by patients. Overall, the results that we obtained in subhuman primates certainly support further study of IL-13 in view of its use in human uveitis.